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ABSTRACT

Today Mobile Wireless sensor networks (MWSN) are used in several areas. There are many environments
of developments and designs MWSN in programing level according to projects needs, however in this
article we will design a MWSN model using design tools  as Wisen Profile (model devoted to a Driven
Development MDD paradigm precisely in Topology of applications)  that aims to extend the lifetime of
MWSN and have a powerful communication covered network and also provide a number of nodes
reachable in case the default path is isolated. We will simulate this new Algorithm of Topology control
called AACGFA(Adapting auto-configuration geographical fidelity algorithm), and we proceed to a
comparative study with GAFA (geographical adaptive fidelity) algorithm, to see if the AACGFA  make
more optimal energy consumption and strongest connectivity between nodes .
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1. INTRODUCTION

MWSN presents a collection of a number of
sensor nodes where every node is composed with
the unit as sensing, transmission and energy
control. We can consider it as a embedded system
purpose  the  collection and  the  relay of  data in
different domains. Common uses are to detect
continuous operation, events, localization and
actuate local control actuators . We are going to
build and design diverse MWSN entities in order to
locate the Topology control (TC) unit . For
example of design models in MWSN : the
management requirements , The configuration
error of MWSN in different situations which can
cause fail/loss of the entire network, the behavior of
MWSN is highly unpredictable and dynamic. We
have to take care of all the factors incorporated by
various sensor network models that describe the

current networks state. Some examples of
suggested models are:

Network Topology Model: describing the actual
topology map and the connectivity and/or
reachability of the network. It also may assist
routing operations and obtaining information about
future deployment of nodes, since the topology of a
network affects many of its characteristics, such as
latency, capacity, and robustness, as well as the
complexity of data routing and processing.

Residual Energy Model: describes the remaining
energy level of the nodes or the network. Using this
information as well as the data from network
topology, coupled together; would make it possible
to identify the weak areas (i.e., areas that have short
lifetime) of the network

Cost Model: describes the cost of equipment,
energy, and human cost required to maintain the
desired performance levels of the network.
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Usage Patterns Model: represents the activity of
the network in terms of period of time for nodes’
activity, quantity of data transmitted per sensor unit
or the movements made by the target, and tracking
of hot spots in the network to avoid latency
problems.

Behavioral Model: describes the behavior of the
network. Since sensor networks are highly
unpredictable, dynamic, and unreliable, statistical
and probabilistic models may be much more
efficient in estimating the network than estimating
the network performance than deterministic models.

Coverage Area Model: a sensing coverage area
map which represents an actual sensor’s view of the
environment and communications coverage map.

Our research requirement focuses on modeling a
new Algorithm of TC, with optimized energy
consumption combined with higher network
performance. The remaining of this paper is
organized as follows:
Section 2:  present the Model-Driven Development
(MDD) paradigm in order to define the TC
requirements for conserving energy combined with
improved connectivity.
Section 3:  Present the proposed feature model(FM)
using WSN concepts by integrating the TC entity.
Sections 4 and 5: Present the theoretical and
experimental views of the GAFA and AACGFA.
Section 6: Make a comparative study between the
two algorithms to examine which one ensures
enhanced connectivity and extending lifetime.
Section 7: Conclusions of the research and
proposed future work which give a continuity of
our studies.

2. RELATED WORK :

In the literature, there are a number of works related
to the  TC,  the most used  focused on XTC .
XTC is a TC algorithm that works with the
mechanism of the  links qualities  between
neighboring nodes [Wattenhofer & Zollinger,
2004].However XTC uses four TC operating
properties (symmetry, connectivity, sparseness, and
planarity) with a speed  performance  compared to
previous algorithms , and   it works also without
knowing the location of  cooperative nodes
whatever the  environment.
In communication between nodes ,  the energy
increases  quadratically  according to the distance
to the sink  [Wattenhofer & Zollinger, 2004]. XTC
also is connected on Euclidean graphs  .

XTC has the  disadvantages that  not apply the
multi state service and do  not consider node failure
and mobility, for this reason,   we design two new
algorithms (GAFA, AACGFA)  that ensures the
three functions at once .

3. MODEL -DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH (MDD) :

Model-driven development (MDD) is an
emerging software development approach that aims
to repair the dysfunctions report between the
problem area and solution area. Especially, models
are operate to build high-level particularizations,
and also important for the development mechanism.

This is a big advance in the traditional software
development steps, however the software design
and development are detached. For example of
model , all along the software analysis and design
step, use cases, interaction diagrams, class
diagrams, and other UML diagrams are regularly
used to illustrate  the problems in order to be
solved. However, these artifacts are only
comprehensible by people, not by computers. When
the coding phase begin, these diagrams pass over
because very few people want to return and update
the design documents to make them suitable with
the software development. The design documents
progressively waste their values as the development
phases. This tendency cause also other complex,
maintenance and documentation problems. As the
design documents are always not modified,
developers who did not participate in the initial
development have a hard time to understand the
mechanism by reference to the available
documents. Consequently, it is also hard for them
to manage the system well.

MDD surmount this problem by two solutions,
by raising the level of abstraction of specifications
and raising the level of automation. For example,
model-driven architecture (MDA), the industry
standard for MDD presented by OMG, classifies
models as platform in dependent models (PIM),
platform specific models (PSM), and code. PIMs
are used to construct high-level specifications that
are nearly to the problem domains, but are
autonomous of any implementation platforms.
Then, automatic transformations are performed to
change PIMs into PSMs, which are in turn
transformed into the code. MDA enables designers
and developers to keep their spotlight on the high-
level PIMs, i.e., the problem solving itself. The
technical details will be handled through model
transformation from PIMs to PSMs, and then  to
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code. MWSN needs are typically determined in
structural UML diagrams, like a class diagrams.
Class diagrams have classes and liaisons used in a
specific application. However each WSN
application is defined in a diverse class diagram.
Moreover, this domain owns mutually exclusive
information similarly to  technologies used to
implement and to deploy a WSN system
considering a schedule of  hardware and software
information (e.g. OS and APIs that map to a
different source-code implementation).All the same
UML behavior diagrams as sequence confess to
represent the common behavior among nodes .

4. MODELING NEEDS USING THE
FEATURE MODEL (FM) :

The specific needs and aims in software
engineering are identified with the feature model .
FM model presents several properties (includes all
Functional requirements, architectural, mixed
technology  ...). Such as it uses can be resumed in
the configuration of different needs platform /
software. This model defines the different entities
of a given technology which aims to establish a
communication between platforms variables for
MWSN. In the wsn domain, FM gives a different
design of services and data control components and
networks (TC: topology control in our article) as
presented in Figure 1. it is also an interactive model
with the change in MWSN applications by domain,
which offers the new presentation  with the system
based on requirements for MWSN .After the
identification of systems components , a class
diagram is required to capture overall execution
values which presents the target application needs
(in this case ATP: Application Topology of control)
in order  to move to the Wisen Profile  ( Figure 2 )
that details the stereotypes of MWSN and  to better
visualize the TC components.
5. GAFA: GEOGRAPHICAL ADAPTIVE

FIDELITY  ALGORITHM

5.1 Theorical study:
This topology control algorithm have the

property to save  the energy  by  changing its status
to  active nodes or leave unnecessary passive nodes
in order to maintain the stability of routing fidelity.
This algorithm is mainly based on GPS location
and information on the size of each virtual grid,
however, each node in the same grid cooperates
with its neighbors in order to determine the duty
cycle that everyone must apply, this alternative is
managed by the system information. Each node in
this approach take three states: sleep, discovery or

active as shown in the transition diagram (Figure3).
By convention all the nodes of the grid start with
the discovery state characterized by the exchange of
discovery messages ( id node id grid, estimated
node active time (ENAT) and the current status of
the node) , in addition, every node in this phase
puts a time of discovery td .

Figure 3: Diagram of transition states of GAFA

After the expiration of the discovery period td,
the node send its end discovery message (Dmsg)
and enter in the active phase and determine time for
it active state Ta. The node turn back to the state of
discovery and broadcast its Dmsg and reactive the
td duration or pass to the sleep period if it intercept
another node in the grid which can do routing,
however it activate its timer sleep Ts and turn off
its radio and send a message to alert the grid nodes
for its new state, the following Algorithm illustrate
this transitions.
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5.2 Experimental GAFA study and analyze:
In this section we will establish a simulation of

the GAFA in a mobile wsn by using the TC
Attariya Simulator which apply the following
settings:

Table 1: Parameters of  GAF A simulation

We run our algorithm and we obtain the
following results:

5.2.1 GAFA AND: GAFA average node degree
We focus in this subpart on the degree of

connectivity nodes according to  the network size (
Radius of topology ) .

Figure 4 shows that the impact of TC GAFA in
nodes give the best average connectivity between
the interval radius [ 1mts, 17mts ] which reach a
maximum value ( 1,75 MTS)  , however the values
of Max-componment-size increase progressively
regular according to the radius that illustrate just
the size of network  , the simulation present also
that the network outside this range radius of nodes
make a low connectivity  .

5.2.2 GAFA LT : GAFA life time
A key challenge in MWSN is to develop efficient

mechanisms to ensure end-to-end path availability,
while incurring minimal control overhead and
energy consumption. One of these mechanisms in
TC level is the GAFA, in this sub section we will
analyze the behavior of the lifetime nodes
according to the Covered area of communication
and sensing illustrated in the graph (Fig 5):

We run our GAFA on CTR Topology created by
dense distributing nodes. We select range time of
simulations that reveals an interesting behavior in
our study.  In  reference  to the graph( Fig 5) we see
that the number of nodes alive (NNA) and number
of active node reachable from the sink (NANRS)
get a maximum in a time interval [0, 1145.11 s] ,
moreover  the covered area from communication
(CAC) take  95%, however, outside this interval the
NANRS decrease until it reaches  zero nodes ,
while the NNA and CAC decrease gradually and
become constant respectively  with values : 20
nodes and 10% coverage starting in 4897.08 s ,
however from this time the CAS is null, in other
times less than this one it stay constant along the
simulation time with a value of 9% of covered
sensing.
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6. ADAPTING AUTO-CONFIGURATION
GEOGRAPHICAL FIDELITY
ALGORITHM : AACGFA

6.1 Theorical study:
ASCGFA has the aim of exploiting MWSN

according to predefined requirements (neighbor
threshold, packet loss threshold, maximum radio
power....) applied to each node, however it
measures the data loss rate (DLR) and the power of
radio transmission (PRT), asking the other nodes to
join the network and turn on their radio in case of
an increase of  DLR  or PRT lowering, which can
be caused by collisions between data packets .

Figure 6: Diagram of AACGFA transactions

In the test phase , the node turn its radio and
exchange TC and routings messages , however  its
own  timer Tt is active and the TP/TS ( passive and
Sleeping ) timers is off ( Fig 6)  .In each duty cycle
,  ASCGFA  node experiment two conditions :  the
first one is  ,  if the number of active neighbors
(nNN )is above the neighbor threshold( NT)  , and
also if the  power radio transmission of nodes  is
low  more than 50% in network  , the second  event
is to test  if the average data loss rate (DL) is higher
than before entering in test phase (LT), if one of
this  settings  is detected, the algorithm use a
contribution of passive list nodes in order  to put

the network into the best stability. The next
algorithm present this mechanism:

6.2 Experimental AACGFA study and analyze:
In this part we evaluate the Average degree and

Life time of AACGFA nodes, using by reference
the next simulation values:

Table 2 : Parameter's of  AACGFA  simulation
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6.2.1 AACGFA AND : AACGFA  Average node
degree

It is useful to analyze the connectivity of nodes in
TC in order to see if we can reduce the energy
consumption  , in our example we run and find the
statistics as illustrated in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7 the average connectivity
take the best value ( 7,5 MTS ) between the radius
interval [ 1mts , 17 mts ] , and be  approximately
null started in 18 mts ,  on the other hand the  Max-
componment-size increase with the same progress
such as the GAFA-AND  graph .

6.2.2  AACGFA  LT : AACGFA life time
As indicated in Figure 8  , NNA take  a

maximum value equal to 50 nodes until a minimum
value equal to 15 nodes during the simulation
interval, however the NNRS takes a maximum
value equal to 50 mts, and decreases until a value of
1 node.

In 4982.15 mts the NNA reach a value of 15
nodes while the NNRS take only one, this
occurrence can be explained by the nature of
mobility Alive nodes that scattered in the network
and become unreachable from the sink. By

reference to the Fig 8 ,  we see  that the CAC  reach
a maximum value equal  to 95% of Covered area at
time 1145.11 mts and stay  between 65% and 90%
along the simulation times , such as the percentage
of CAS increase and remain bounded between 5%
and 10% for the rest of the simulation .

7. COMPARAISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
AACGFA AND GAFA RESULTS  :

According to the histogram ( Fig 9) ,  we found
that the average nodes reachable from the sink and
the connectivity node degree  of AACGFA  is
approximately double then the GAFA  , however
the average  AACGFA  of Covered Area
Communication is larger then  the GAFA .
Moreover the AACGFA give a better performance
based on the 3 factors (  NNRS , AND , CAC ) ,
and the network became more stronger with long
life time duration .

7. CONCLUSION:

Various topology  of control algorithm  are
available for deployment in WSNs. TC decides the
order in which wireless sensors connect and
communicate with each other in a wireless network
. In this work, two of TC Algorithms ( GAFA ,
AACGFA )  were simulated to determine the
overall best combination under the simulation
constraints and the simulated WSN cases for energy
consumption , however we found that the
AACGFA  give more life time nodes  then the
GAFA  and make a strong connectivity in MWSN .
Future work includes the implementation of new
design ( CBEMA : cone based and energy
management Algorithm )   and make a comparative
studies in goal to see if  the CBEMA Algorithm  is
more powerful then  AACGFA .
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Figure 1 : Feature Model Using WSN concepts
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Figure 2 : diagram of proposed wisen profile showing the TC stereotypes
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Figure 4 :  Average node degree performance
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Figure 5 : GAFA  LT performance
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Figure 8 . AACGFA  LT performance
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